
Elevate your sleep to a luxurious reward night after night. Our most advanced 
collection yet, Beautyrest Black® now offers up to 21% more support where your 
body needs it the most.* With help from our new plant-based cooling technology, 
the collection provides up to 18% more cooling power to keep you comfortable as you 
fall asleep and throughout your night.** Together these premium features and modern 
design create a first-class sleep experience that will leave you feeling invigorated to take on 
your day.

BEAUTYREST’S PREMIER 
SUPPORT SYSTEM

• Zoned T3 Pocketed Coil® 

• 2K Nano Coil®

COMFORT & COOLING

•  Plant Based Cooling Technology
•  Comfort Layer made with Cashmere, 

Alpaca & Silk

IMMEDIATE  
PRESSURE RELIEF
•   Pressure Relieving Memory Foams
• Self-Response™ Latex 

EXPERTLY CRAFTED
• Updated, Modern Design 
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*in the center-third of mattress, exact percentage varies by model
**vs. Beautyrest® Harmony Lux™ Collection for the first 20 minutes
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10
YEARUSA

REST EASY 
CertiPUR-US certified means 
your mattress is made from 
materials without mercury, lead 
or formaldehyde. 

10 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 
 - Mattresses have undergone rigorous industry standard 

durability tests, including Rollator and Cornell. 
 - These demonstrated exceptional results and met  

industry standards
 - 1 ½" Impression

PROUDLY 
ASSEMBLED  
IN THE USA
Made locally for  
factory-to-bedroom  
quality & delivery.

BENEFIT FEATURE RESULT PROOF & DEMONSTRATION

SLEEP
EASIER

Antimicrobial 
Mattress Protection

 - Keeps mattress fresh and clean from odor 
causing bacteria*

 - Keeps your mattress fresh and clean.
 - Controls odors

BEAUTYREST’S 
PREMIER 
SUPPORT 
SYSTEM

T3 Pocketed Coil® 
with Center Zoned 
Construction

 - Features alternating rows of T3 Pocketed 
Coils® and Beautyrest Pocketed Coils® with 
different gauges to provide targeted support 
for your core and back. 

 - Triple strand engineering
 - Enhanced support and pressure relief
 - Absorbs energy to reduce motion
 - Long lasting durability

 - Lie down on one side of the mattress. Have your 
partner lie down on the other side and turn over. 
Notice how the pocketed coil springs reduce the 
amount of movement you feel. Lie down on the 
mattress and feel the support in your lower back. 
Use the torso board and convertible unit to show 
how the coils conform to your body.

2K Nano Coils
(K-Class)

 - 2,000 nano coils designed to provide 
enhanced conformability and pressure relief, 
with individualized back support for each 
unique shape

 - Using the demo box, place your hand on the coils. Feel 
how they are supportive, yet conform to the contours of 
your hand.

BeautyEdge®  - Enhanced conforming properties and 
pressure relief

 - More edge support provides a firmer and 
more stable edge-to-edge sleeping area

 - Sit on the edge of the mattress and feel the enhanced 
support provided by the foam rails.

 - Run your hand along the border and notice how the 
edge feels solid.

COOLING & 
COMFORT

BlackICE™ with 
Plant-Based Cooling 
Technology

 - Plant-Based PCM Cooling in top panel
 - Cooling materials just beneath the surface 

enhance heat dissipation
 - Helps provide up to 18% more cooling power 

to keep you comfortable as you fall asleep 
and all night long**

 - Demonstrate cooling technology by feeling the 
immediate cooling at the sleep surface.

Comfort Layer made 
with Cashmere, 
Alpaca and Silk
(C & K-Class)

 - Delivers luxurious and consistent sleep 
through its comforting qualities

 - Ensures airflow and breathability

 - Using the demo box, speak to the luxurious fibers 
found within the comfort layer and how they offer 
breathability. 

IMMEDIATE 
PRESSURE 

RELIEF

Beautyrest® Gel 
Memory Foam

 - Provides advanced pressure relief which 
contours to your body for personalized 
support no matter your sleep position

 - Using the demo box, place your hand into the 
Beautyrest® Gel Memory Foam and feel how the 
foam contours and conforms to your hand

SurfaceTouch™  
Gel Memory Foam

 - Sewn into the quilt to work directly under the 
sleep surface to quickly unlock advanced 
pressure relief from the moment you lie down

 - Place your hand on the top of the mattress to feel 
SurfaceTouch™ Gel Memory Foam and feel the 
immediate luxurious pressure relief and comfort 

AirCool® 
Memory Foam

 - Provides pressure point relief along with 
freedom of movement for both you and  
your partner

 - Using the demo box, press your hand into the 
Aircool® Memory Foam to show how it isolates 
movement 

Dynamic Response 
Memory Foam

 - Unique feeling memory foam provides 
conforming support and pressure relief

 - Ventilated foam to maximize airflow

 - Describe how the ventilation in the foam  helps 
with airflow and keeps you at an ideal sleeping 
temperature

Self-Response™ 
Latex 
(C & K-Class)

 - Responsive material that provides unique 
support and pressure relief for your hips  
& shoulders

 - Use demo box to demonstrate how latex bounces 
back to the original shape a bit faster than memory 
foam, which is ideal for side sleepers

 - Helps relieve pressure points

* This product does not protect users against bacteria, viruses, germs or other disease organisms
** vs. Beautyrest® Harmony Lux™ Collection for the first 20 minutes


